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A. Building Inspection Form Guide 

The Building Inspection Form template is attached to this document. A Building Inspection Form should 
be completed for each of the 30 buildings selected under the technical assistance.  
 
The form is organized into the following sections 

 Building and Inspection Data – collects data about the building and inspectors   

 Construction Data -  collects data about building materials and components  

 Condition Assessment Data – collects data about the condition and safety of structural elements 
and non-structural components including architectural components, sewage system, storm 
drainage, water supply system, electrical system and HVAC (including hot water).  

Safety ratings are Low, Average and High.  

Condition ratings are Good, Fair, Poor and Very Poor. If elements, systems, components etc. are 
evaluated as being in Very Poor condition, select Poor and explain why element, system, 
component etc. is in Very Poor condition.  

The Categories sheet provides the list of options included in drop-down menus used in the Inspection 
Form.  
 

B. Visual Inspection Guidance 

Items of inspection that apply to various common structural systems and materials include: 
 

1.0 Steel construction  

Deterioration and damage that would be visible on steel members and connections  

 corrosion,  

 deformation,  

 cracks and  

 weld defects.  
 

Make a qualitative assessment of the degree of corrosion. Useful categories to indicate the degree of 
corrosion are 

 Minor: Surface corrosion that has resulted in negligible loss of section. It is useful to identify 
this condition so that preventative measures can be taken to prevent further corrosion. 

 Moderate: Corrosion that has resulted in a measurable loss of section. Structural repairs may 
not be needed, but maintenance is definitely needed to arrest further corrosion. 

 Severe: Corrosion that has resulted in a significant loss of section, to a degree that repairs 
probably will be needed. An example would be a beam whose flange has been reduced to a 
knife edge. 

 

Signs of distress and other conditions that may be visible on members include: 
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 Excessive deflection 

 Severe stress concentrations, as evidenced by cracking paint 

 Cracks at notches, web penetrations, or coped areas 

 Kinks from thermal strain 

 Web crippling at bearings and locations of concentrated loads 

 Diagonal web buckling near supports on built-up plate girders 

 Bowing 

 Misalignment 

 Deformation 

 Twisting of flexural members, possibly indicating insufficient lateral torsional bracing 

 Presence/absence of bridging or other lateral bracing and its anchorage 
 

Conditions that may be visible on connections include 

 Cracks in welds 

 Weld undercut 

 Obviously undersized or missing welds 

 Irregular welds 

 Loose, broken, or missing bolts or rivets 

 Bolt threads not fully engaged 

 Bolt holes irregularly spaced or shaped 

 Gaps between faying surfaces 

 Evidence of slippage 

 Inadequate edge distance of bolt holes 

 Prying of clip angles 

 Deformations 

 Evidence of movement at bearing plates and sliding connections 
 

2.0 Concrete Construction  

Visible conditions that should be noted include 

a) Cracks - Report the crack width either in numerical terms or, if there are many cracks, in 
categories. A simple and useful categorizing scheme is  

 Hairline:  Barely visible 

 Fine:  0.8 mm [1/32 in.] to 1.6 mm [1/16 in.]  

 Medium:  Between 1.6 mm [1/16 in.] and 3 mm [1/8 in.] 
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 Wide:  Greater than 3 mm [1/8 in.] 
 

b) Scaling - Scaling is the flaking or loss of material from a concrete surface. Scaling is best 
characterized according to depth. For example: 

 Light:   less than 6 mm [¼ in.] deep 

 Medium:  Between 6 mm [¼ in.] and 12 mm [½ in.] deep 

 Heavy:  Deeper than 12 mm [½ in.] 
 

c) Spalling - Spalling is the detachment of concrete fragments. Spalling is often caused by expansive 
forces generated by the corrosion of embedded reinforcement, but it can also be caused by other 
factors. Spalls are best categorized by size: 

 Small:  less than 150 mm [6 in.] in diameter 

 Medium:  Between 150 mm – 300 mm [6 in. - 12 in.] in diameter 

 Large:  Larger than 300 mm [12 in.] diameter 
 

d) Exposed reinforcement - In areas of spalled concrete, the reinforced bars often will be exposed. 
The degree of corrosion should be noted and reported. In addition, the depth of concrete cover 
over the bars may provide useful information regarding the cause of the corrosion and may affect 
repair recommendations. 
 

e) Signs of water penetration - Usually manifested as efflorescence, a whitish deposit of minerals, 
along cracks and joints. If the efflorescence is stained a rust colour, it probably indicates corrosion 
activity. 
 

f) Delamination - Delaminations are incipient interconnected spalls usually extending over larger 
areas. They can be difficult to detect visually but are detected readily by sounding. If delamination 
is suspected, then a systematic sounding survey and mapping may be warranted. This is covered 
later in the “Testing” section of this chapter. Depending on the visual observations and their 
evaluation, it may be desirable to perform testing. Basic concrete testing also covered later in this 
chapter, and Chapter 15 describes the entire spectrum of concrete testing.  
 

3.0 Wood Construction  

The following signs of deterioration should be investigated during inspections: 
 

a) Checks and splits.  

A check is a radial separation usually wedge-shaped that occurs across the rings of annual growth. 
Checks are normally the result of seasoning, or drying shrinkage.  
 

A split is a longitudinal separation along the grain, usually through the opposite surface, and is 

caused most often by stress or mechanical damage. Depending on their length and location in a 

member, checks and splits can diminish the strength of a member drastically.  
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b) Insect damage – Visually characterised by holes, frass and powder posting. The presence of insects 
such as termites and carpenter ants could also indicate the presence of decay. Insects can hollow 
out wood members. Wood shavings at entry holes are tell-tale signs of insect activity but may not 
be indicative of the full extent and severity of internal damage. If this type of damage is suspected, 
further investigation may be required. 

 

c) Alterations – these can weaken members and should be noted in the inspection form. Alterations 
include those such as cuts in wood members to make room for plumbing. 

 

d) Decay - Fungi in an environment with the proper temperature, oxygen, and moisture can consume 
and destroy wood. Wood moisture content needs to be above 20% to sustain fungal growth. 
Therefore, wood in a conditioned space and not subject to leakage or other unusual moisture 
would be unaffected by decay. 

 

e) Impact damage - Impact by vehicles or equipment can cause serious immediate damage to wood 
structures. 
 

f) Staining or discolouration – Stains or discolouration suggest that the wood has been exposed to 
water and may have a high moisture content which would be suitable to support decay. Rust 
stains from connections are also signs of wetting.  
 

4.0 Masonry Construction 

The majority of conditions/signs of distress usually encountered in masonry construction include 

a) Cracking  - movement with the masonry construction results in cracking 

 Tapering crack in roughly the vertical plan usually means that rotation is being or has 
been, experienced as a result of subsidence. 

 Parallel crack suggests movement is of constant magnitude along the length or height, 
which could indicate a tension or compression failure. 

 Stepped cracks are usually the result of a shearing movement. 
 

b) Bowing or bulging of walls – usually as a result of either thrust being applied to them (e.g. as a 
result of roof spread) or a lack of restraint.  

 Bowing – outward swelling, or protuberance of a portion of a masonry assemblage 

 Bulging – outward swelling, bowing or protuberance of a portion of a masonry 
assemblage from a vertical plane 

 
c) Spalling – a condition of masonry in which the outer layer or layers of masonry units begin to 

break off (unevenly) or peel away in parallel layers from the larger block of masonry. Often an 
indication of overstress of the masonry unit 
 

d) Chipping – a condition of small pieces of larger fragments of masonry units separating from the 
unit resulting from excessive stress 
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C. Photographs 

1. When taking photographs, provide a general view of the condition and a detailed close-up of the 
condition of the element, component, system etc. being inspected.  

2. Individuals conducting the visual inspection should ensure that photographs include a scale to 
indicate dimensions.  

3. Photographs should be named so that they can be correlated with the Building Inspection Form. 
 

D. References 

The following resources were used to prepare the visual inspection guidance section: 

a) ACI 201.1R-08 Guide for Conducting a Visual Inspection of Concrete in Service, American Concrete 
Institute - 2008 

b) Guideline for Structural Condition Assessment of Existing Buildings, American Engineers - 
American Society of Civil Engineers - 2014 

c) Structural condition assessment: for serviceability, rehabilitation, retrofitting, adaptive reuse, 
code compliance, and vulnerability 

d) Wood and timber condition assessment manual, Robert White-Robert Ross - United States 
Department of Agriculture, Forest Service, Forest Products Laboratory - 2014 
 

 

http://dl.mycivil.ir/dozanani/ACI/ACI%20201.1R-08%20Guide%20for%20Conducting%20a%20Visual%20Inspection%20of%20Concrete%20in%20Service_MyCivil.ir.pdf
https://www.fpl.fs.fed.us/documnts/fplgtr/fpl_gtr234.pdf
https://www.fpl.fs.fed.us/documnts/fplgtr/fpl_gtr234.pdf


Building Inspection Form



		BUILDING AND INSPECTION DATA



		Date:																Inspector(s):



		Facility Name:																Year built:

		Building Name:																Year(s) remodelled:

		Building Address:																Original Design Code:

		Latitude:																Area (m2):

		Longitude:																Length (m):

		Use:																Width (m):

		Risk Category:																No. of storeys:

		Occupancy Group:																Storey height (m):

		No. of occupants:																Total height (m):



		Comments





		CONSTRUCTION DATA

																		Comments

		Main Structural Materials:



		Roof 																Comments

		Roof shape:

		Roofing:

		Fasteners: 

		Decking: 

		Beams/rafters:

		Trusses:

		Truss connections:

		Hurricane ties



		Walls																Comments

		Type

		Material

		Exterior Finish

		Interior Finish





		Columns																Comments

		Type

		Material

		Geometric properties



		Floors and Ceilings																Comments

		Material

		Floor Finish

		Ceiling



		Windows and skylights																Comments

		Type

		Size & Number						0 ft2 - 10  ft2

								11 ft2 - 20  ft2

								21 ft2 - 48  ft2

								49 ft2 - 64 ft2

								> 64 ft2

		Wind-borne debris protection

		Anti-burglary protection

		Insect screens

		Connection type

		Skylights



		External Doors																Comments

		Type

		Size and number						Single

								Double

		Wind-borne debris protection

		Threshold

		Swing

		Hinges						No.

								Type

		Locks

		Connection 





		CONDITION ASSESSMENT DATA



		Condition Rating Descriptions



		Rating				Description

		Good				Minor defects

						superficial wear and tear

						some deterioration to finishes

						major maintenance not required

		Fair/Average				Significant defects are evident

						Worn finishes require maintenance

						Services are functional but need attention

						Deferred maintenance work exists

		Poor				Badly deteriorated

						Potential structural problems

						Inferior appearance

						Major defects

						Components fail frequently

		Very Poor				Building has failed

						Not operational or viable

						Unfit for occupancy or normal use





		1.0 Building Integrity



		1.1 Prior major structural damage or failure of the building

		Safety ratings: Low  = Major damage and no repairs; Average= Moderate damage and building only partially repaired; High = Minor or no damage, or building fully repaired

IF SUCH AN EVENT HAS NOT OCCURRED IN THE VICINITY OF THE BUILDING, LEAVE BOXES BLANK AND PROVIDE COMMENT. IF DAMAGE  HAS  OCCURRED  DUE  TO  A  LESSER  EVENT THAN THE DESIGN LEVEL THEN RATE AS LOW SAFETY.


		1.2 Building constructed and/or repaired using current safety standards

		Safety ratings: Low:  Current safety standards not applied; Average = Current safety standards partially applied; High = Current safety standards fully applied.

		1.3 Condition of the building

		Safety ratings: Low=Cracks on the ground and first floors; Major deterioration caused by weathering or normal ageing; Average=  Some deterioration caused only by weathering or normal ageing; High =No deterioration or cracks observed.

		1.4 Condition of construction materials

		Safety ratings: Low  = Rust with flaking; cracks larger than
3  mm  (concrete), excessive deformations (steel and  wood); Average = Cracks between 1 and 3 mm  present (concrete), moderate and visible deformations (steel and  wood) or rust with  no flaking; High = Cracks less than 1 mm (concrete), no visible deformations; no rust. 


		1.5 Building proximity

		Safety ratings: Low= there is almost no separation between buildings or separation is less than 25 mm (1 inch); Average
=Separation is between 25 to 100 mm (1 to 4 inches); High
=Separation is more than 100 mm (4 inches). Note: For adjacent buildings over 2-storeys, the safe separation should be determined by calculation by the Senior Engineer.
For fire threat, consider the following: Low = separation between buildings is smaller than 5 m.; Average= separation is between 5 to 15m.; High= separation is bigger than 15m.
If both hazards exist, consider the worse case.


		1.6 Structural Redundancy

		Safety ratings: Low= Fewer than 3 lines of resistance in each direction; Average = 3 lines of resistance in each direction or lines without orthogonal orientation; High=More than 3 lines of resistance in each orthogonal direction of
the building.


		1.7 Structural detailing including connections

		Safety ratings: Low= No evidence of engineered building records, or built according to an old design standard; Average = Built according to previous design standards and no retrofit work to a current standard; High =Built according to a current standard.


		1.8 Safety of foundations

		Safety ratings: Low =No evidence that foundations were designed according to standards (foundation size, soil survey)
and/or there is evidence if damage; no plans are available;
Average= Little evidence (drawings, soil survey) that foundations were designed according to standards; and/or there is evidence for moderate damage; High  = Strong evidence that foundations were designed according to standards with
strong evidence if no damage.


		1.9 Irregularity in building structure plan (rigidity, mass, resistance)

		Safety ratings: Low = Shapes are irregular and  structure is not uniform; Average = Shapes on plan are irregular but structure is uniform; High= Shapes on plan are regular and structure has uniform plan, and there are no elements that would cause significant torsion.

		1.10 Irregularity in elevation of building

		Safety ratings: Low  = The  presence if soft  storeys or two or more of the  other conditions (discontinuity in elevation, concentration of masses, and short columns); Average
= Presence if any one of these conditions, except soft  storeys; High =None if these conditions are present.


		1.11 Structural Integrity of Roofs

		Safety ratings: Low= Monopitch or flat  light  roofs, and/or large roof  overhangs; Average  = Pre-stressed  concrete roof, gable roof with gentle slope, satisfactorily connected, no large roof  overhangs; High  =  Reinforced cast in place on concrete roof deck or hipped light roof ,satisfactory connections, no large roof overhangs.





		2.0 Architectural Components



		2.1 Condition and safety of exterior doors, exits and entrances

		Safety ratings: Low = Doors, exits and entrances in poor condition, subject to damage which would impede the function of this and other elements, systems or operations; entrance width is less than  115 cm; Average= In fair  condition,  subject to damage but  damage  would  not impede the function of this and  other elements, systems or operations; or entrance width is less than 115 cm; High= In  good condition,  no or minor potential for damage that  would  impede the function of  this and other elements, systems or operations; and entrance width is equal to or larger than 115 cm.

		2.2 Condition and safety of windows and shutters

		Safety  ratings: Low = Windows and shutters in poor condition, subject to damage and leakage which would  impede the
function of this and other elements, systems or operations (e.g.
weak protective glazing); Average = In fair condition, subject to damage but damage would  not impede the function of this
and other elements, systems or operations; High =In good condition, no or minor potential for damage that  would impede
the function of this and other elements, systems or operations;
protective  glass (e.g. polycarbonate glazing, blast film) has been added in critical rooms.


		2.3 Condition and safety of other elements of the building envelope

		Safety ratings: Low  = Building envelope in poor condition, subject to damage which would impede the function of this
and other elements, systems or operations; Average = In fair condition, subject to damage but damage would not impede
the function of this and other elements, systems or operations;
High = In good condition, no or minor potential for damage that  would impede the function  of this and other elements, systems or operations.


		2.4 Condition and safety of roofing

		Safety ratings: Low  = Roofing is in poor condition or damage would affect the performance of the facility; Average = Roofing is in average condition or damage would not affect the performance of the facility; High  = Roofing is in good condition or there is no or minor potential for damage that could affect performance of the facility


		2.5 Condition and safety of parapets and other outside elements (railings, ornaments)

		Safety ratings: Low = Parapets and other outside architectural element(s) in poor condition, subject to damage which would impede the function of this and other elements, systems or operations; Average = In fair condition; subject to dam- age but damage to element(s) would not impede the function of this and other elements, systems or operations; High = In good condition; no or minor potential for damage that would impede the function of this and other elements, systems or operations.

		2.6 Condition and safety of internal walls

		Safety  ratings: Low = Internal walls and partitions in poor condition,  subject to damage  which  would  impede the function of this and  other elements, systems or operations; Average = In fair condition, element(s)  are subject to damage but damage would  not impede the function of  this and other elements, systems or operations; High =In good condition,  no or minor  potential for damage that  would  impede the function of this and other elements, systems or operations.

		2.7 Condition and safety of false or suspended ceilings

		Safety ratings: Low =False or suspended ceilings in poor condition, subject to damage  which  would  impede the function of this and  other elements, systems or operations; Average  = In fair  condition,  element(s)  subject to damage  but  damage would not impede the function of this and other elements, systems  or operations; High  = In  good condition,  no or minor potential for damage that  would  impede the function of this and other elements, systems or operations.

IF THE  FACILITY DOES NOT HAVE FALSE OR SUSPENDED CEILINGS, LEAVE BOXES BLANK AND PROVIDE COMMENT


		2.8 Condition and safety of stairways and ramps

		Safety ratings: Low =In poor condition, subject to damage or there are obstacles, which  would  impede the function of this
and  other elements, systems or operations; Average  = In fair condition, subject to damage but damage and obstacles would
not impede the function of  this and  other elements, systems or operations; High  = In good condition,  no obstacles, potential for  no or minor  damage  that  would  impede the function of this and other elements, systems or operations.

IF THERE ARE NO STAIRS AND RAMPS, LEAVE BLANK AND PROVIDE COMMENT


		2.9 Condition and safety of floor coverings

		Safety ratings: Low =Floor coverings in poor condition, subject to damage which would impede the function of this and other elements, systems or operations; Average =In fair condition, subject to damage but damage would not impede function; High = Seamless flooring in good condition, no or minor potential for damage that would impede the function of this and other elements systems or operations.

		3.0 Water Supply and Wastewater System

		3.1 Water reserves

		Safety ratings: Low = Sufficient for 24 hours or less, or wafer tank does not exist; Average = Sufficient for more than 24 hours but less than 72 hours; High  = Guaranteed to cover at least 72 hours.

		3.2 Location of water storage tanks

		Safety ratings: Low = The site is vulnerable with high risk of failure (e.g. structural, architectural and/or system vulnerabilities); Average = 7he site is exposed to moderate risk of failure (e.g. structural, architectural and/or system vulnerabilities); High = 7he site is not exposed to visually identifiable risks (e.g. structural, architectural and/or system vulnerabilities).

		3.3 Alternate water supply to regular water supply

		Safety ratings: Low  = Provides  less than  30%  of daily demand in  an emergency or disaster scenario; Average  = Provides 30-80% of daily demand  in  an emergency or disaster scenario; High = Provides more than 80% of daily demand in an emergency or disaster scenario.

		3.4 Safety of water distribution system

		Safety ratings: Low  = Less than 60% of components are in operational condition; Average  = Between 60% and 80 % of components are in good condition; High = Over 80%  of components are in good condition.

		3.4 Safety of  wastewater system

		Safety ratings: Low = System for non-hazardous wastewater disposal does not exist or is in poor condition; Average = System is in fair condition, but little or no evidence of compliance and  maintenance; High = Wastewater  disposal system is in good condition with good capacity and evidence of compliance and maintenance.

		3.5 Storm drainage system - site

		Safety ratings: Low = Storm drainage does not exist, or it is in poor condition; Average = The storm drainage system is in average condition; High = Storm drainage system is in good condition and is regularly maintained.

		3.6 Storm drainage system - roof and gutters

		Safety ratings: Low = Storm drainage does not exist, or it is in poor condition; Average = The storm drainage system is in average condition; High = Storm drainage system is in good condition and is regularly maintained.

		4.0 Mechanical and Electrical Systems

		4.1 Capacity of alternate sources of electricity (e.g. generators)

		Safety ratings: Low = There is no alternative power source that  can meet the needs of the facility or the existing one is not working; Average = There is an alternative power source but does not supply all the critical areas or has fuel reserve to run less than  72 hours; High = There is an alternative power source that  meets the needs of the entire building  and  it is operational for more than 72 hours.

		4.2 Condition and safety of alternate sources of electricity (e.g. generators)

		Safety  ratings: Low  =No alternate  sources; generators and fuel reserve are in poor condition, there are no protective measures; Average  = Generators are in fair  condition, some measures provide partial protection and security to generator and fuel reserve; High  =  Generators are in good condition, well-secured and in good working  order for emergencies, fuel reserves are protected in a safe zone.

		4.3 Condition and safety of electrical equipment

		Safety ratings: Low= Electrical equipment, power lines, out-lets, cables and ducts are in poor condition, there are no protective measures; Average  = Electrical equipment, power lines, outlets, cables and ducts are in fair condition; some measures provide  partial protection  and  security; High =  Electrical equipment, power lines, outlets cables and  ducts are in good condition,  well-secured and in good working  order.

		4.4 Lighting system

		Safety  ratings: Low   = Poor level  of lighting;  there  are no
protective measures; Average = Lighting is satisfactory in the
critical areas; some measures provide partial protection; High
= Good levels if lighting and protection measures in place.


		4.5 Condition and safety of HVAC components

		Safety ratings: Low  = HVAC equipment in poor condition, less than 60% pipes are in good condition; limited protective measures  against  hazards;  not  secured; Average   =  HVAC equipment in fair  condition, but no regular maintenance; between  60-80% pipes are in good condition; some measures provide partial protection against hazards; High= Good condition, well-secured and protected from hazards; above 80% piping  are in good condition and are well-secured





Categories



		Risk Category

		I		Generally encompass buildings and structures that are normally unoccupied and that would result in negligible risk to the public should they fail

		II		Vast majority of structures including most residential, commercial, and industrial buildings. Buildings and structures not specifically classified as conforming to another category

		III		Buildings and structures that house a large number of persons in one place e.g. theatres, lecture halls and similar assembly use. Buildings with persons having limited mobility or ability to escape to a safe haven in the event of failure including elementary schools, prisons and small healthcare facilities.

		IV		Structures whose failures would inhibit the availability of essential community services necessary to cope with an emergency situation e.g. hospitals, police stations, fire stations, emergency communication centres and similar uses.



		Occupancy Category

		Group A		Public buildings: those in which 50 or more persons regularly concrete for civic, educational, religious, social or recreational purposes

		Group B		Institutional buildings: in which inmates' liberties are restricted for civil, medical, charitable, or correctional purposes

		Group C		Commercial and Industrial buildings: used for manufacture, assembly, servicing, repair and factory operations or for the storage except for display purposes of materials or finished products where no hazardous processes or materials are involved

		Group D		Office, Administrative, Retail Service buildings: used for business or professional transactions or the display or sale of materials or finished products

		Group E		Residential buildings: in which sleeping accommodation is a necessary or major provision, except buildings classified under Group B

		Group F		Hazardous occupancy buildings: buildings or parts of buildings for storage or handling or use or processing of any of the hazardous materials or for the housing or carrying out of any of the hazardous processes listed in OECS Building Code



		Use

		Government		Fire Stations; Police Stations; Governmental office; Prisons

		Military

		Educational		Colleges; Pre, Elementary and Junior High schools

		Medical		Assisted living facilities; Clinics; Hospitals; Rehabilitation Centres; Nursing Homes

		Other (indicate in comments)







		Main Structural Material

		Concrete 

		Timber 

		Stone Masonry

		Structural Steel 

		Metal stud/Cold formed Steel

		Composite 



		ROOF PROPERTIES

		Roof shape		Roofing		Fastener Type

		Gable		Metal sheeting		Screws

		Multi-gable		Fibreglass shingles		Bolts

		Hip 		Wood shingles		Nails

		Multi-hip		Built-up roofing		N/A

		Flat 		Concrete

		Shed roof

		Decking		Descriptions		Beams/Rafters		Trusses		Connections		Hurricane Ties 

		Steel		light-gauge, cold-rolled sections		Concrete		Wood 		Bolts		Yes, material unknown

		Wood sheathing		sawed lumber, plywood or oriented strand board		Structural steel		Structural steel		Nails		Yes, galvanized steel

		Gypsum		precast or poured-in-place		Wood		Cold formed steel		Screws		Yes, stainless steel

		Cementitious wood fibre		cement board		Cold formed steel		Other		Gusset Plates		Not evident

		Composite decks		lightweight insulating concrete on corrugated steel or form boards		Z-purlins		N/A		Straps

		Thermoset		compacted asphalt fills		Other				N/A

						N/A



		Walls



		Type		Material		Exterior Finish		Interior Finish

		Load bearing (LB)		Concrete 		Plaster 		Plaster 

		Non load bearing (NLB)		Wood		Timber		Timber 

		Both LB and NLB		Stone Masonry		Cement Board		Cement Board

				Concrete block		Metal Sheeting		Panel board 

				Cold formed steel		Cladding		Sheetrock 

				Composite				Plywood



		Columns



		Type		Material		Exterior Finish		Interior Finish

		Decorative/non-structural 		Concrete 		Plaster 		Plaster 

		Structural 		Timber 		Timber 		Timber 

		Both decorative and structural		Stone Masonry		Cement Board		Cement Board

				Concrete Block		Galvanize		Panel board 

				Cold formed steel		Cladding		Sheetrock 

				Structural Steel				Plywood

				Multiple types



		Windows



		Type 				Size		Wind-borne debris protection		Anti-burglary protection		Insect Screens/Skylights/Door Thresholds		Connection 

		Awning 		hinged at the top, open outward to let air in from left, right and bottom		0 ft2 - 10  ft2		Impact-resistant glazing		Yes		Yes 		Bolted 

		Casement 		hinged windows operated by turn of a crank in an operating mechanism		11 ft2 - 20  ft2		Wood panel shutters		No but not needed		No		Hinged

		Slider		glide along a track, have at least one operating window that slides horizontally over or past the other window		21 ft2 - 48  ft2		Aluminium shutters (Roll-down)		No but needed				Attached 

		Stationary 		windows do not open		49 ft2 - 64 ft2		Aluminium shutters (Accordion)						Slot & bolt

		Vertical sash		has two sashes that slide vertically up and down the frame; double hung: can open from either the top or bottom; single hung: can only open from the bottom		> 64 ft2		Aluminium shutters (Bahama)

		Louver 						Aluminium shutters (Colonial)

		Multiple types						No protection

		External Doors



		Type 		Wind-borne debris protection		Swing		Hinges		Locks		Connection 

		Timber/wood - solid		Impact-resistant glazing		Inswing		2 No.		Mortise		Bolted 

		Timber/wood - hollow core		Wood panel shutters		Outswing		3 No.		Surface		Hinged

		Timber/wood - panel		Aluminium shutters (Roll-down)		Both		Secure pin		Tower Bolt		Attached 

		Metal - hollow		Aluminium shutters (Accordion)				Secure hinge		Dead Bolt		Slot & bolt

		Metal - panel		No protection				Magnetic		Padlock





		Floor



		Material		Floor finish		Ceiling

		Concrete		Concrete		Close board 

		Timber		Timber		Acoustic suspended 

		Both concrete and timber		Porcelain Tiles		Gypsum board

				Ceramic Tiles		Plywood

				Vinyl Tiles

				Carpet



		Safety Ratings

		Low

		Average

		High





